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Breakaway Football: Design Notes  
THE CONCEPT 
Real football takes 3+ hours to watch or play. Board games that have faithfully recreated real football 

(think Strat-O-Matic Football) do so by providing stacks of detailed player cards chock full of stats as well 

as down-by-down decisions at the player level (blitz the Inside Linebacker or double-cover the Split End). 

The result is a realistic but potentially brain-burning experience that can take as long as or even longer 

than a real football game. 

THE CHALLENGE 
Create a board game that preserves realistic 

football strategy and maintains a game flow that 

is unmistakably football, all while paring away 

unnecessary complexity. 

THE CENTRAL DESIGN CONCEIT 
Much like a “Super Sim” mode in a video game, 

Breakaway Football is designed to replicate 

football strategy while increasing pace, making 

it manageable to play an entire contest in 60-90 

minutes 

Unlike true sports simulators, Breakaway 

Football adopts six (6) key departures from real 

football to quicken the game play: 

1. Playing field uses 5-yard increments. This 

means teams use fewer total play calls 

to move the ball up and down the field. 

Fewer play calls shortens overall play 

time of the game. 

2. First downs occur at specific points on 

the field, which is simpler than tracking 

the chain gang up and down the sideline. It also proportionally constrains long drives since 

teams can earn relatively few first downs each drive.  

3. There is no numerical game clock. Each Offense card represents 1:00 minute of time. Discarding 

cards from your hand shows your time dwindling away. It also provides an opportunity to set 

your strategy during discards, because the plays you keep are the only ones you can call.  

4. There are no individual players. To simulate individual player actions, plausible results come 

from the Game Day deck. Complete with flavor text and modifiers to plays, the Game Day deck 
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creates the storyline of your contest and consolidates the incredible individual efforts, the 

boneheaded mistakes, the bad penalties and fortunate bounces of the ball into single card pulls. 

5. Every team has their own unique way to break the (board game) rules. Teams have tendencies 

and personalities based on their playbook philosophies and personnel strengths. As such, each 

squad has at least one special mechanism that, when used wisely by the coach, can tip the 

scales in their favor. 

6. Challenge Flags nullify/offset randomness. The “challenge flag” in Breakaway 

Football is your safety net against bad luck. It also serves as a blowout 

preventer, since the tied or losing team can continue to refresh one challenge 

flag if both are already spent. Clever use of the challenge flag will keep games 

close and down to the wire. 

The result is a game that surprisingly feels just like coaching real football, complete with exciting X’s and 

O’s strategy, but plays in under half the time. 

BASICS OF TIMEKEEPING 
Keeping time is a collaborative function between players. Both players must ensure they begin each 

drive with an identical number of available Offense cards. When a drive ends (after a score, turnover, or 

punt), the Offense player counts their discards. The defense player then discards the same number of 

cards from their Offense deck before starting their drive. 

For example, my opening drive stalls out around midfield. I punt and have 

used a total of five (5) cards. Before my opponent starts their offensive 

drive, they must discard five of their Offense cards as well (to represent 

time run off the clock in my previous drive). 

Full games are played in 4 quarters, just like real football. Each team starts the quarter with 15 Offense 

cards. But just like real football, one team could dominate time of possession by using more plays 

through longer drives. 

Using Time Outs 
In real football, the time out stops the movement of the clock, which allows you opportunity to call 

more plays. In Breakaway Football, time outs literally add play cards to your hand, allowing you to call 

more plays. Time outs are great for recovering a specific play card from your discard – for example, that 

big Long Pass you tried earlier in the quarter. Time outs also allow you to refine your strategy late in the 

half by reclaiming specific formations or play types to exploit your opponent’s tendencies. 

Playing a Field Position Game 
Average punt values are about 9 yard lines (45 yards). Drives that stall on your side of midfield provide 

opportunity to punt your opponent deep into their own territory. There is also the “Coffin Corner Punt” 

mechanism that allows you to shave some yardage off the punt and pin your opponent deep. Some 

coaches also prefer to boot touchbacks and force their opponent to start at the 20, with a 1st Down and 

6 yard lines to go, which is the longest starting position on the board. The choice is yours! 
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Late-Half Offense 
It is challenging to push the ball up the field late in the half. For a strong push, you will want to have 

three time outs and at least two cards in your hand at the start of the drive. This gives you a potential 

four plays to move the ball into Field Goal range and one play to kick the Field Goal. To drive the length 

of the field for a touchdown, you will want to have seven potential plays at your disposal (e.g., 4 cards & 

3 time outs). 

Most teams will use 2 Man Under or Prevent defenses to limit longer pass 

plays late in the half. However, these defenses typically have little or no run 

defense, leaving stronger run teams open to run upfield very quickly if the 

defense does not adjust. 

INCREASING PLAYER COUNT 
To scale up to 3 or 4 players, simply have players pair up and designate permanent coaching duties as 

Offense and Defense Coordinators. This way you can have one person responsible for each deck 

(Offense & Defense) on each team. While there is a risk of down time between drives, playing 4-handed 

Breakaway Football is great for pairs who prefer to collaborate and enjoy football strategy. Coordinator-

level tactics can make a game feel like competing duels, which deepens the strategic chess-match and 

replayability. 

TUNING DIFFICULTY (HEAD-TO-HEAD) 
Breakaway Football is a tightly balanced game that emphasizes coaching skill over random luck. When 

playing an experienced coach versus a football novice, it may be useful to tip the scales in the favor of 

the novice. Should you want to purposely unbalance the game to make it easier for less experienced 

players, here are a few ways to do it without breaking the game: 

Limit Challenge Flags 
The experienced coach starts with only one challenge flag, or none at all. Limiting the 

challenge flags for the experienced player is the simplest way to tweak game balance. 

Alter Re-earning of Challenge Flags 
Prevent the experienced player from re-earning their challenge flags and/or allow 

novice player to re-earn challenge flags even when winning. 

Deactivate a Team’s Special Mechanism 
Deactivate the special mechanism for the experienced coach, which will weaken the 

team and force that coach to accomplish everything strictly on the strength of the play 

cards and their coaching savvy. 
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Change Defense Decks 
Novice player could use a better defense from a different team deck. Conversely, the 

experienced coach could take a weaker defense from a different team deck. Relative 

strengths are located on the Team Cards that describe their special abilities. 

TUNING DIFFICULTY (SOLO) 
While there are built-in rules for handling the solo game, you can curate your own experience. Some 

players will see the AI logic as sufficiently challenging. Others will want to increase the difficulty to make 

the experience incredibly difficult. Below are some simple ways to increase the difficulty. Consider 

adding these one at a time to find the right balance for your liking. 

Rotate Cards to Better Matchup 
Regardless of score, the AI gets the better play on the card (unless the Defense earns a 

breakaway on the opening matchup). This is a catch-up mechanism already in the AI logic when 

they are losing by 9+ points. To make the game more challenging, allow the AI to rotate cards 

anytime they are tied or losing. 

Boost Play Values for AI 
Give the AI an extra 1 or 2 points per run & pass to tune the difficulty up. The AI 

becomes more powerful to offset the lack of coaching perfection. 

Limit Challenge Flags 
The human coach starts with only one challenge flag, or none at all. Conversely, the AI 

gets two, and can refresh both throughout the game. 

Alter Re-earning of Challenge Flags 
The human player cannot re-earn their challenge flags. Also, the AI can re-earn 

challenge flags even when winning. 

“Stack the Deck” for the AI 
Allow the AI to choose two Game Day cards per play and choose the more favorable result. This 

can make the AI very powerful. You have been warned! 

Spot the AI Points 
Start the AI team with 3, 7, or even 10 points before the opening kickoff. 
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Breakaway Football: Team Breakdowns 
TEAM-SPECIFIC STRATEGIES 
Each philosophy features unique decks that possess strengths and weaknesses outlined on their special 

ability cards. Below you can find some musings on how to maximize your team’s effectiveness, how to 

exploit their weaknesses, and how they should “feel” when you play them. 

LIGHTNING/FIRE 

Offense 
Based on traditional Pro-Style Offense, the main 

strength of the Lightning and Fire is their 

VERSATILITY. Both offer impressive variety in style of 

attack, with teams being able to flexibly adopt a 

run-heavy or pass-heavy philosophy within the 

same game. Versatility makes it possible for these teams to either control the clock or strike quickly 

through the air. Your best approach is to promote a balanced attack to keep your opponent guessing, 

especially throwing out of run formations and running out of passing formations. 

Defense 
Defensively speaking, the Lightning and Fire have strong plays in each formation, but their FORMATIONS 

TEND TO BROADCAST TENDENCIES. A 4-3 defense formation is naturally stronger against the run, while the 

Dime is naturally stronger against pass. As a result, crafty opponents can use the audible to their 

advantage, switching their offense call pre-snap to attack the defense’s perceived weakness. 

Special Abilities - Lightning 
The Lightning focus on field position by means of an impressive KICKING GAME. The punter is powerful 

and accurate, with the Lightning able to add or subtract 1 or 2 yard lines from their punt. The Lightning 

can pin their opponents deep near the goal line or purposely punt into the end zone to prevent a 

dangerous punt return. The Field Goal kicker also has a powerful leg, adding 1 to the kick value on the 

Game Day card. Therefore, the Lightning have much easier time making long and mid-range field goals. 

Special Abilities - Fire 
The Fire focus on field position by means of an outstanding KICK RETURN GAME. Each kickoff return is 2 

yard lines (10 yards) longer than any other team. Also, all punt returns are treated as automatic 

breakaways. This means instead of pulling one card for the punt return, the Fire pull multiple cards until 

they encounter a “0” or fumble. Though the risk of fumbling is greater than usual, the reward of a free 

breakaway can often create excellent field position or even score a touchdown. 

Vulnerabilities 
When coaching the Lightning/Fire defense, if you guess correctly, you can completely shut down an 

opponent. Guess wrong and you will give up many, many big plays. 
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MAULERS 

Offense 
Inspired by the Washington Redskins of the 

early 1980’s, the Maulers are a run-first 

Offense with high-value runs in all three 

formations. While most teams have runs of 

“3” or even “4” value, the Maulers are one of 

only two teams with value “5” runs. Unless 

the defense guesses perfectly, the Maulers 

will gain yards on the ground. The passing 

game is weaker than average but serves as a 

capable counter-punch. Defenses typically are 

lulled into thinking run-first and only run, 

which opens up the pass perfectly. The 

Maulers are a tough Offense to get off the field. 

Defense 
The Maulers defense is one of the best in the entire game, and is #1 against the run in overall strength. 

Their pass coverage is a bit predictable, but the latent run support means you can gamble with passing 

defenses against most opponents and still not pay a heavy price if you guess wrong. 

Special Abilities – “Chew Clock” & “Hard Count” 
The Maulers are all about controlling the clock by dominating time of possession. The Chew Clock 

mechanism allows the Maulers to discard an extra play card whenever the Maulers earn a first down by 

crossing a milestone (either 20-yard line or midfield) or when the Maulers score a touchdown. 

Strategically, the Chew Clock mechanism limits the opponent’s chances to score by burning clock. That, 

coupled with the overall strength of the Maulers defense, makes it hard for opponents to score.  

The Hard Count is a free 5-yard penalty that the Maulers can use at any time they choose. The Maulers 

have only one Hard Count per game. The Hard Count offers the Maulers a chance to pick up 3rd or 4th 

and 1 without risk, allowing them to extend critical drives. Everything about the team is built to control 

the clock and wear down the opponent. 

Vulnerabilities 
Because the passing game is weaker than normal, if the Maulers fall behind by 10 or more points, it can 

be very challenging for them to climb back into the contest. Try taking more risks on defense to create 

breakaways. Go for it on makeable 4th downs if you are losing in a close game, as the Maulers run 

Offense can usually overpower all but the most perfect run defense. 
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PHARAOHS 

Offense 
Inspired by the Sean Payton New Orleans 

Saints of 2014-2015, the Pharaohs feature the 

overall strongest passing offense of any team. 

The formations are loaded with high-value 

passes. For example, the Pharaohs sport a “9” 

Long Pass and an “8” Medium Pass, which are 

league highs. Their balanced formation is 

“Shotgun,” which is the pass-heavy formation 

for many teams. While their run game is 

underwhelming at face value, the threat of 

pass typically forces defenses to call strong 

pass defenses with low or non-existent run 

defense values. Thus, the expectation of high-value passing opens up the lower-value running plays with 

impressive results. The Pharaohs are a tough Offense to shut down without multiple breakaways per 

drive. 

Defense 
The Pharaohs have the worst-rated defense in the game, which puts a ton of pressure on their Offense 

to score a touchdown essentially every time they have the ball. The Pharaohs’ defense has one saving 

grace – it is opportunistic. The special mechanism provides a free turnover after five (5) defensive 

breakaways. Consequently, the Pharaohs should not sit back and play it safe, but instead should attack 

and risk giving up big plays in the hopes of generating breakaways that can lead to an automatic 

turnover. That one key stop can often allow the Offense to extend a lead in a shootout. 

Special Ability – Force a Turnover 
The Pharaohs can create a turnover on their fifth (5th) defensive breakaway. They only earn one free 

turnover per game. 

Vulnerabilities 
Almost every Pharaohs’ game turns into a shootout. Their defense can tip the scales if they get the free 

turnover. Generally, it takes 2 defensive stops to put the Pharaohs in position to win. Therefore, even if 

the Offense scores every drive, the Pharaohs defense must somehow come up with 1 or even 2 stops for 

them to win. 
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STALLIONS 

Offense 
Inspired by the Peyton Manning 2006 

Indianapolis Colts, the Stallions feature an 

elite Quarterback skilled at both long passing 

and reading defenses. The Stallions are the 

only team not subject to the low pass 

accuracy restrictions on long passes. As such, 

the threat of the deep ball is ever-present, 

even in their run-heavy formation. The 

Offense philosophy is one of balance, using 

lower-value plays to set up longer plays for 

later in the game. The Stallions best passes 

are Long Pass and Play Action Pass. Their 

running game is only adequate, unable to dominate without creating breakaways. The Stallions live and 

die by the ability to methodically generate first downs then time a deep pass to surprise their opponent. 

Defense 
The Stallions defense is average in strength. One advantage is the small gap between the run value and 

pass value on some of their defenses. While these plays may not pack the power to completely shut 

down an Offensive play, both run and pass are equally defensed, making it possible for the Stallions to 

delay an opponent, drag out their drive, and wait for them to make that key mistake (or draw a bad 

Game Day card) that kills the drive.  

Special Ability – Omaha Tokens 
The most exciting mechanism the Stallions possess is the “Omaha” token. The Omaha token represents 

the elite QB’s ability to diagnose the defense and change the play call to take advantage of it. 

Five Offense plays are marked with the Stallions’ logo. After each logo play is called in the game, the 

Stallions earn three (3) Omaha tokens. Once earned, an Omaha token allows the Stallions to audible 

their Offense play call after the defense reveals its call. Once all three Omaha tokens are used, they can 

be re-earned. Omaha tokens can be spent and re-earned without limit. 

Strategically, the Omaha token can be a devastating weapon. The token can change a play call to avoid a 

guaranteed Defense breakaway. The token can also change a play call into an Offense breakaway. If tied 

or losing, that breakaway could also earn the Stallions back their spent challenge flag. For this reason, 

Omaha tokens are often saved for use in the final drive of the half or the final quarter of the game.  

Vulnerabilities 
There is very little variety among higher-value passes, so it is easy to fall into the trap of making the 

Offense too predictable. If the Stallions’ play-caller is mindful of balancing high- and low-value play calls, 

they can avoid becoming too predictable.  
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Also, logo plays (used to earn Omaha tokens) are the lowest value plays in the playbook. Also, your 

opponent can see which plays you need to call on your special ability card, making it easy for your 

opponent to diagnose that last play call needed to earn the Omaha tokens. Omaha tokens can take 

longer than expected to earn. When facing teams that control the clock, like the Maulers or the 

Vultures, the Stallions may not have enough time to mix in logo plays to earn Omaha tokens twice while 

also running an effective Offense. Balancing the temptation to earn and deploy six (6) Omaha tokens in a 

game while also predicting the best places to deploy the tokens you do earn is a key to success. 
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BONEYARD 

Offense 
Inspired by the powerhouse college option-

run teams like Georgia Tech and Navy, the 

Boneyard feature a Flexbone Offense with 

surprising strength and variety. Unlike all 

other teams, the Boneyard features only one 

Offense formation – “Flexbone” – which 

makes it harder for opponents to predict play-

calling tendencies.  

Almost all offense plays feature multiple 

points of attack, where the same play call can 

convert to different play types after the snap. 

For example, the foundation of this offense is the Triple Option, a Special Run that can change into 

either an Inside Run or an Outside Run after the defense is revealed. Other play types can convert from 

Power to Finesse and from Finesse to Power. 

The Boneyard Offense features a “5” value run (Rocket Toss Sweep) which is also the only running play 

in the game that can create an offense breakaway vs. Goal Line defense. In addition, the Boneyard do 

not have a dedicated Inside Run, but instead have QB Follow, a designed QB Power run that grants a 

minimum gain of 1, just like an Inside Run. These two plays combined weaken the effectiveness of Goal 

Line defense as an all-purpose play call, encouraging the opponent to call multiple defenses.  

The passing game is limited, with only two cards in their 15-card deck that contain passes. Passing 

should be used as a surprise. Because teams overcommit to the run against the Boneyard, the Boneyard 

passing can generate huge gains. Two of their four passes can also switch play types after the defense is 

revealed, just like their option run plays, making the Boneyard’s passing game deadly. 

The variety and complexity of this offense makes it one of the most challenging to stop and, 

consequently, one of the most powerful in Breakaway Football. 

Defense 
The Boneyard Defense is the 2nd weakest in the whole game. There is very little strength in this 

collegiate defense. The best hope is to guess perfectly and create breakaways to force opponents into 

tough down and distance situations. The Boneyard are often engaged in scoring shootouts. 

Special Ability – Momentum Track 
The Boneyard track offense breakaways on their Momentum Track, which can provide automatic 

bonuses to run plays when activated. Each offense breakaway moves the counter up the track, while 

each defense breakaway moves the counter backward. 
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Vulnerabilities 
If the Boneyard meet a team with a strong run defense, they will not sustain success without activating 

their Momentum. Also, it is very hard for the Boneyard to throw in obvious passing situations.  
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VULTURES 

Offense 
Inspired by the 2000 Baltimore Ravens, the 

Vultures offense focuses on power running 

and surprise passing. However, the offense is 

“inefficient” due to a lack of variety in their 

playbook. Many of the stronger run plays are 

consolidated in their run-heavy formation, 

making them easy to diagnose. Also, the 

playbook features a lack of passing variety 

needed to keep opponents guessing. For 

example, there is only one Long Pass 

(Shotgun) in the whole playbook.  

Once an opponent recognizes the best plays out of each formation, the Offense will be severely 

challenged. To move the ball efficiently, the play-caller must dive deeper into the playbook, create 

expected play-calling patterns, anticipate their opponent’s play call, and strategically subvert those 

expectations with lower-value plays specifically to generate breakaways. 

The Vultures are built to score between 10-16 points per game. To be successful, more than any other 

team, the Vultures Offense requires a Chess-like Grand Master’s approach to play-calling.  

Defense 
Just like the 2000 Baltimore Ravens, the Vultures feature an impressive and overpowered defense. On 

sheer power, the Vultures are easily the #1 defense in Breakaway Football. Their latent run defense on 

traditionally passing play calls makes it challenging for teams to gain yards on the run unless the 

Vultures give up a breakaway.  

Perhaps most advantageous is, unlike all other teams, the Vultures feature only one defensive formation 

– the “Volt” – which makes it harder for opponents to predict play-calling tendencies. The Vultures also 

sport the strongest single-play run defense value – a “5” – on their Goal Line defense. 

Unless they give up multiple breakaways, the Vultures defense can grind down opposing drives using 

safe defenses that have equal values for run and pass, thus forcing Field Goals or Punts. 

Special Ability – Force a Turnover 
As an opportunistic defense, the Vultures can create a turnover on their fifth (5th) defensive breakaway. 

They only earn one free turnover per game. 

Since the Vultures Offense finds it hard to score, coaches will often try to time that 5th breakaway in the 

opponent’s territory to create a short field. 
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Vulnerabilities 
Vultures’ games are usually hard-fought, low-scoring affairs. It is unusual to see the Defense give up 

more than 17 points, often holding opponents to single digits. But against a skilled opponent, the 

Vultures Offense is frustrating to coach. Games often come down to field position, turnovers, and the 

kicking game. 

The Vultures must balance the desire to deploy their special ability and get the free turnover with the 

capacity to use safer plays and create unmanageable down and distance situations.   
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ECLIPSE 

Offense 
Inspired by the Atlanta Falcons of 2006, a 

team that boasted two 1,000-yard rushers (at 

running back and at Quarterback), the Eclipse 

offer runs with value of “4” out of all three 

formations. Eclipse also feature several 

option-style runs (e.g., the Boneyard’s Triple 

Option) that can swap play type after the 

Defense play is revealed. In addition, high-

value passing is well-dispersed throughout 

the Eclipse playbook. When it catches on fire, 

the Eclipse offense can score quickly on the 

ground or through the air. 

The success or failure of the passing game lies with the effectiveness of its Quarterback, which can vary 

widely based on game conditions. The team’s special abilities hinge on the “streaky” nature of the 

Quarterback, who can bounce from deadly accurate to wildly inaccurate within the space of several 

passes. While the running game is powerful enough to move the ball for a short while, the passing game 

can only be successful when you actively manage the Quarterback’s confidence. 

Defense 
The Eclipse defense is average strength. In general, average strength defenses feature smaller variance 

between Run and Pass values per play call. For this reason, it is possible to call “safer” plays that limit 

opponent yardage for wrong guesses. These safer calls do not usually stop an opponent but can be 

effective in slowing them down. 

Special Abilities – QB Scramble & QB Confidence 
To utilize the Eclipse special mechanisms, you must track net completions on the special ability card. 

Completions are like currency that allow you to avoid negative consequences and spend to activate 

bonuses. Both QB Scramble and QB Confidence require net completions to activate. 

The Eclipse Quarterback is an outstanding scrambler who can opt out of a pass play after the snap and 

take off running. In game terms, the QB Scramble mechanism allows you to announce “Scramble” to 

change a pass play into a QB run AFTER the defense is revealed but BEFORE the Game Day card is 

flipped. Unless the matchup is a defense breakaway, the offense coach uses half value of the pass and 

converts it to a run play. Drop down 1 on the completions track, then pull the Game Day card and 

resolve as usual. 

QB Scramble is a great way to hedge on Long Pass or Special Pass where the pass accuracy restriction is 

in effect. Also, the Scramble gives you more high-value run opportunities and greater flexibility to find 

the best matchup. For example, a Medium Pass of “6” is up against a Dime Zone with values of “0/5”. 
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The pass play is a gain of “1” before the Game Day card, but converting this to a QB Scramble would net 

you a gain of “3” (half value of the “6” pass minus “0” run defense strength). In this case, the QB should 

typically tuck and run. 

The Eclipse Quarterback is streaky and begins the game with shaky confidence. You must work this QB 

into the flow of the game to get him going. In game terms, the QB starts the game on the red “0” on the 

net completions track, which means ALL passes are subject to the low-accuracy restriction. You must 

attempt a pass play and pull a Game Day card with  to get your first completion. Afterwards, 

so long as the QB is not “in the red” on the track’s “0” space, completions happen normally. 

Anytime the QB throws an incompletion, the counter moves down 1 on the track. It is possible for the 

QB to bounce out of and back into the red “0” multiple times in a game. But at the top of the track is the 

“On Fire” spot, where the next completed pass is double in value. For example, the Medium Pass of “6” 

would now be worth “12” for that one play. When the “On Fire” pass is completed, the counter drops 

back to “1” on the net completions track. 

There is no limit to the number of QB Scrambles or “On Fire” passes used in a game. 

Vulnerabilities 
The QB Confidence mechanism can be a serious impediment to early success in a game. The passing 

game (approximately half your playbook) is unusable until the QB gets that first completion under his 

belt. For that reason, many coaches like to come out throwing high-value passes. Since the completion 

rate is the same for Long Pass as it is with any other type of pass, prevailing wisdom dictates that the QB 

might as well attempt high-value calls early on. 

The net completions track also places a premium on completions, no matter the play distance. It is 

possible to throw a series of safe, Short passes to “set up” the “On Fire” pass. Many coaches tend to use 

challenge flags to ignore negative Game Day cards and preserve completions, especially when behind, 

rather than lose progress on the net completions track, which feeds both the QB Scramble and the “On 

Fire” opportunities. 

The defense is not a liability so much as it is a non-factor. The Eclipse’s best hope is to slow their 

opponent down and wait for a lucky break or helpful Game Day card. The best way to secure victory 

with the Eclipse is to dominate your opponent with Offense, and that can only happen with consistent 

play from the QB. 
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HYDRA 

Offense 
Inspired by the San Francisco 49ers dynasty 

from the 1980’s, the Hydra are a West Coast-

style, ball-control passing attack. Their 

passing game is very efficient, with both Short 

Passes and Medium Passes earning minimum 

gains per play (“1” and “2” respectively). The 

Offense formations help conceal play intent, 

as the Hydra QB is always under Center (they 

do not use any Shotgun formations). Lastly, 

clever use of the “Scripted Plays” mechanism 

can unlock the “Yards After Catch (YAC)” 

mechanism, which provides extra gains on pass plays. 

The Hydra Offense is a pass-first attack, but does feature a balanced, effective running game that can 

serve as a deadly change-of-pace once the opponent is conditioned to look for passes. 

Most importantly, the Hydra are built to come back from deficits. The “Final Drive” mechanism provides 

a free drive late in the game under the right conditions. The “Yards After Catch (YAC)” mechanism 

showcases the Hydra’s expert receivers and their ability to gain separation to increase pass play values. 

Bottom line: If the Hydra have the ball late, there’s a strong chance they score. 

Defense 
The Hydra defense is average strength. In general, average strength defenses feature smaller variance 

between Run and Pass values per play call. For this reason, it is possible to call “safer” plays that limit 

opponent yardage for wrong guesses. These safer calls do not usually stop an opponent but can be 

effective in slowing them down. 

Special Abilities – Scripted Drive, Final Drive, & Yards After Catch (YAC) 
The 49ers dynasty was famous for scripting their first 15 plays to establish tendencies and probe for 

weakness. The Hydra do the same. In game terms, on the Hydra’s opening drive, the coach must select 

their first seven (7) play cards and arrange them in sequence. The player must use those seven play 

cards in that order on the following drives. If the Hydra score on their first Offensive possession, they 

unlock the “Yards After Catch (YAC)” mechanism. If not, they do not unlock it (yet). 

The 49ers dynasty was also famous for late-game heroics, and an elite QB who could drive the length of 

the field and score late to win close games. The Hydra’s “Final Drive” mechanism offers the same. When 

the Hydra are tied or losing near the end of either half (6 or fewer potential plays remaining), they get a 

free seven-play drive to close out the half. Potential plays are Offense cards in hand and time outs 

remaining. So, if the Hydra are losing with 3 cards and 3 time outs left, that would trigger the “Final 

Drive.” 
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The “Final Drive” has several advantages. First, it potentially gives the Hydra more plays than any other 

opponent, providing the Hydra more time to complete the comeback. Second, should the Hydra score 

on the drive, the half ends immediately, thus preventing the opponent from retaliating. Thirdly, it can be 

used at the end of both halves, a potential 14-point swing. And lastly, it can alter play-calling in the 

opponent. Since the Final Drive can be triggered if only 1 potential play is remaining, opponents 

sometimes opt to run out the clock on the first half rather than try to score, which limits the opponent’s 

chance to score and keeps the game closer. 

NOTE: The “Final Drive” mechanism can only be used when the Hydra are tied or losing. 

If the Hydra are winning, they cannot use the “Final Drive.” 

When either the “Scripted Drive” or the “Final Drive” are completed, the Hydra unlock their “Yards After 

Catch (YAC)” bonus. Anytime the Hydra earn an Offense breakaway, they get a blue YAC token good for 

+1 to any pass completion. Tokens can be deployed as soon as they are earned, or they can be saved 

and deployed on a later pass completion. There is a maximum of four (4) tokens that can be earned at 

any one time. Effectively this means the Hydra can earn and “bank” an extra 20 yards to be used on a 

future completion. Once spent, the tokens can be re-earned. There is no limit to the number of tokens 

you can earn, though you can only spend four (4) on any single completion. 

NOTE: If the Hydra do not complete the “Scripted Drive” or “Final Drive” in the first half, 

they will not have the YAC bonus for that game. 

Vulnerabilities 
The Hydra defense is not powerful enough to stop most teams, though they are good enough to slow 

down opponents. Also, the requirement to unlock the YAC special ability means the Hydra’s relative 

strength fluctuates from game to game. Most of the Hydra’s special abilities involve comeback 

mechanisms. The Hydra play better from behind, though falling behind on purpose just to unlock special 

mechanisms is not advised.  
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WEREWOLVES 

Offense 
Inspired by the legendary Barry Sanders and 

the Detroit Lions of the 1990’s, the 

Werewolves feature a superstar running back 

who can change the game singlehandedly. 

While all running plays are value “2,” the 

Werewolves earn a +1 token each time run 

which is banked and collected at the end of 

the drive. The maximum number of tokens 

that can be banked at a time is 10, meaning 

the Werewolves can save as much as 50 yards 

at a time to add to a single run.  

The passing game is surprisingly strong, with satisfying variety to sustain drives. A balanced run/pass 

approach early on will allow the Werewolves to build their token bank while still moving the football. 

Late in the game, it can be devastating to switch to the superstar running back to either run out the 

clock when leading or break the big gains when you need them. 

Defense 
The Werewolves defense is average strength. In general, average strength defenses feature smaller 

variance between Run and Pass values per play call. For this reason, it is possible to call “safer” plays 

that limit opponent yardage for wrong guesses. These safer calls do not usually stop an opponent but 

can be effective in slowing them down. 

Special Ability – Running After Contact (RAC) Tokens & Breakaway Bonuses 
RAC tokens are earned one at a time after each run. If, however, the superstar running back breaks a 50-

yard+ run (10+ yard lines) at any time in the game, immediately afterwards each run play will earn two 

(2) RAC tokens. Regardless of how quickly they are earned, the maximum tokens earned per drive is five 

(5). 

Another advantage of the superstar running back is how hard he is to tackle. In game terms, running 

plays that create offense breakaways allow the player to ignore the first “0” as a broken tackle and 

continue drawing. The superstar running back also will not fumble on running breakaways, with a 

fumble merely stopping the breakaway. 

Vulnerabilities 
Early in the game, the running game will likely feature some negative runs and small gains, which 

mirrors the career of Barry Sanders. But the more you run the superstar running back, the better he 

gets. If you can break a 50+yard run, the superstar can take over the game. However, coaches have to 

guard against being too focused exclusively on earning tokens, as excessive running can cause the 

Offense to stall out. 
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RHINOS 

Offense 
Inspired by the Chicago Bears of 1985, the 

Offense features high-value but streaky QB 

play (most passes are low-accuracy passes) 

and hard-nosed running, where many runs 

earn automatic gains (just like Inside Run for 

other teams, but for more play types). The 

result is a streaky offense that explodes when 

it catches fire but can sputter and stall at 

times. 

Defense 
The Rhinos feature a both withering defense with excellent play values and three separate special 

mechanisms that, when activated, make them virtually impenetrable. The Rhinos earn their mechanism 

by causing plays for no gain or for a loss in specific increments. Like a Bingo card, once their row is filled 

in, the special ability is unlocked and available for use once per drive.  

For example, forcing your opponent twice to play results of -2 will unlock the Free Blitz audible, which 

allows the Rhinos to change their defense to a Blitz 2/4 after both play cards are revealed. 

Special Abilities  
Defense earns permanent special powers after a row of specific play results is filled. Rhinos can use any 
earned special ability once per drive. 

 Free Blitz = Change play call to Blitz 2/4  

 Gang Tackle = Offense cannot draw extra cards on breakaway  

 QB Pressure = Make any pass low-accuracy (before Game Day card is drawn) 

Vulnerabilities 
Because half of their passes are low-accuracy, the Rhinos can have trouble moving the ball on some 

drives. Any while their defense is amazing, the special abilities must be active to convert a strong 

defense into a shut-down squad. Therefore, opponents are encouraged to try to jump out to early leads 

before the mechanisms are in effect. The Rhinos are vulnerable to the Short Pass because they have so 

many Blitz packages. An efficient Offense, rather than a high-powered one, will give them fits. 
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STACKERS 

Offense 
Inspired by the 1967 Green Bay Packers 

coached by the legendary Vince Lombardi, the 

Stackers offer a dynamic Offense with 

surprisingly high passing values. The running 

game is capable and features several surprises, 

such as multiple “Power Sweeps” that confer a 

minimum gain of 2, and the “Sucker” special 

run, a wrinkle on the Power Sweep that offers 

a minimum gain of 1. In fact, eight (8) of the 

runs in their playbook guarantee minimum 

gains, resulting in remarkable efficiency. 

Defense 
Boasting multiple Hall of Famers, the Stackers defense offers an impressive pass defense. The run 

defense is average, however. One special wrinkle: the Stackers only have two defensive formations (4-3 

and Nickel), meaning they only have 8 defense cards. They also have no “Prevent” defense. 

Special Abilities 
The Stackers special abilities are all 2nd half abilities. This simulates the superior conditioning Lombardi’s 

teams had relative to their opponents. The Stackers are built to get stronger as the game wears on. 

The Big Push = In the 2nd Half, the Offense gains two single-use, Offense-only challenge tokens.  

4th Quarter Stamina = Gain three Defense-only  challenge tokens (single-use, 4th qtr only). 

Bad Kicker = -1 from all Game Day kicking values. Their kicker/punter was awful, so all kicks lose 1 value. 

Vulnerabilities 
If the Stackers fall behind early, it can be tough for them to climb back into a game. The goal is for them 

to keep games close and win them in the 4th quarter with their five (5) free challenge flags (2 on Offense, 

3 on Defense). Because their kicker is so bad, the Stackers are forced to go for 4th downs more 

frequently than their opponents.  
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PRIVATEERS 

Offense 
Inspired by the 2002 Tampa Bay Buccaneers 

coached by Jon Gruden, the Privateers 

feature an efficient Short Passing scheme that 

offers enough running to keep opponents 

honest. The Privateers require clever play-

calling to keep opponents guessing at the line 

of scrimmage. If the Privateers succeed in 

moving the ball methodically down the field, 

they can score. Playing field position is 

important because the defense is the team’s 

true strength. 

Defense 
The Privateers defense features an extensive Zone package in a variety of strengths, which simulates the 

rise of the Tampa 2 coverage technique. When coupled with the “Kill! Kill!” special mechanism, the 

Defense is formidable and almost impossible to throw on. The run defense is adequate, especially if the 

play is called correctly, but not exceptional. Getting the opponent in predictable down and distance 

situations can all but bury a drive. 

Special Abilities  
The Privateers feature defensive special abilities that elevate their squad from powerful to legendary: 

“Take It To The House!” = When Privateer Defense creates a turnover, immediately return it as an 
Offense breakaway. 

“Kill! Kill!” = When the Privateers create a turnover on defense, gain one free audible per drive which 
can rotate your defense play card after the Offense reveals its play. 

Vulnerabilities 
The Privateers do not typically have a quick strike, big-play Offense. While their Offense is annoyingly 

efficient, it may go long stretches of a game unable to generate big plays. When coaching the Privateers, 

you must consider the Defense unit as an extension of the Offense in that the Defense can potentially 

score. If the Defense cannot generate a turnover, however, neither of their special abilities can impact 

the game.  
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SHARKS 

Offense 
Inspired by Dan Marino’s 1984 Miami 

Dolphins, the Sharks feature elite passing 

capabilities and a surprisingly elegant ground 

game. The Sharks are a dominant Offense. 

Defense 
The Sharks defense begins each game at 

average strength, but degrades quickly as the 

game progresses. Since the Sharks Defense is 

aging and has lower stamina than their 

opponents, the Sharks are the only team to 

swap out less effective Defense cards each drive. If the Sharks force a defensive turnover, they do not 

swap out the lesser card that drive. Therefore, the Sharks often approach defense in a high-risk, high-

reward strategy. The result is typically a shootout that is resolved in the late 4th quarter. 

Special Abilities  
The Sharks special abilities boost the passing game but also degrade the Defense. 

Elite Receivers = Pass plays only. Resolve pass play. Double resulting gain, then apply Game Day card. 

This way teams that call low-value pass defenses can be victimized by passes. It tends to force 

opponents to hedge towards the pass, which actually opens up the running effectiveness. 

Quick Release = Sharks Offense pass plays only. Spend token to pull 2nd Game Day card. The Offense 

chooses which card it will use. Refresh all when the Sharks score a rushing TD. 

“Over-the-Hill” Defense = Swap letter cards capital to lowercase (a, b, c, d) after each opponent 

possession. Do not swap out for the worse defense whenever the Sharks’ Defense forces turnover. 

Vulnerabilities 
Most noticeably, the Sharks only have access to one challenge flag. In razor-thin margin games, where 

every play is critical, the single challenge flag is a huge liability, which means the Sharks are more 

susceptible to bad luck. And, of course, the Defense is atrocious by the 2nd half. Best course of action 

with the Sharks is to try to jump out to an early lead by being aggressive. The Offense has to be 

outstanding to consistently win with the Sharks.  
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MINOTAURS 

Offense 
Inspired by the early 1990’s Buffalo Bills, the 

Minotaurs offer an exciting brand of No Huddle 

Offense that can run more plays than their 

opponents. Each discarded play activates the 

next “free yardage play.” Game Day cards are 

not drawn on these free yardage plays.  

Defense 
The Minotuars defense is well-balanced and 

strong against the pass. Their pass rush and 

coverage make the overall values of their pass 

defenses higher than most opponents. As such, they match up well against teams that rely on the pass. 

Special Abilities 
The Minotaurs special abilities enable their signature “No Huddle Offense.” 

No Huddle Offense = Untimed free yardage plays. The down marker still advances, but no play card is 

discarded to account for the gain. This way the Minotaurs can run more plays than their opponents in 

the same amount of time, simulating the No Huddle Offense. 

Slow Huddle = Opponent can “slow down” Offense with defense breakaway, time out, or 4th down. 

Automatic turnover on defense breakaway.  

Wide Right = An opponent can use a time out to “ice the kicker.” The Field Goal attempt is more difficult 

now, with the Game Day Card value at – 2. A card of kick value “7,” for instance, would count only as a 

“5.” 

Vulnerabilities 
Most noticeably, the Minotaurs only have access to one challenge flag. In razor-thin margin games, 

where every play is critical, the single challenge flag is a huge liability, which means the Minotaurs are 

more susceptible to bad luck. The Wide Right modifier can be crippling when attempting a game-

winning kick. But most challenging is getting the No Huddle mechanism started. The mechanism 

becomes more powerful the more it is used, with a maximum potential of 40 yards available. However, 

the majority of that yardage is earned only after the Minotaurs earn a first down, so they have get to 

their 4th play in a drive before the mechanism starts to pay off. 
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KARDIACS 

Offense 
Inspired by the 1979-80 Cleveland Browns (aka 

the “Kardiac Kids”), the Kardiacs are built to 

come from behind and make games close in 

the waning seconds of the game. The Kardiacs 

Offense features solid passing and some shaky 

running, enough to keep opponents honest on 

the pass. Their late-game heroics allow thrilling 

comebacks at the end of games.  

Defense 
The Kardiacs defense features a good run defense but a remarkably weak pass defense. Also, Kardiacs 

formation tendencies on defense are somewhat easy to diagnose. The Defense tends to give up a lot of 

yards (and points) to teams that pass well. 

Special Abilities  
The main Kardiacs special ability is the capacity to earn “Clutch Coins,” which are the currency of late-

game comebacks. A clutch coin allows the Kardiacs to ignore a Game Day card and pull a fresh Game 

Day card to replace it. The Kardiacs Offense earns a clutch coin anytime they start an Offense drive 

when losing. The Kardiacs also get special rules for the last two minutes of a game, where any 

incomplete pass is not discarded but instead swapped out with another discard, which keeps the clock 

on the Kardiacs’ side. 

“Clutch Coins” = Draw a replacement Game Day card on Offense (including Hail Mary, Field Goal, or 

Onside Kick).  

Late Game Heroics = Bank 1 Clutch Coin when Offense starts possession while losing. Spending ends 

banking.  

“2-Minute Drill” = With 2 Offense cards left in half, replace used card on incomplete pass (pass play = 0). 

Vulnerabilities 
Once the Kardiacs start spending the Clutch Coins, they cannot earn any more. So they are encouraged 

by design to hang onto them as long as possible and use them at the end of the game to complete the 

amazing comeback. Use them too early and you may literally run out of luck before the game ends. 
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MINUTEMEN 

Offense 
Inspired by the nearly-undefeated 2007 New 

England Patriots, the Minutemen are perhaps 

the most powerful team overall in all of 

Breakaway Football.  The strong passing 

Offense deck is incredibly powerful and 

versatile, with Short Pass and Play Action Pass 

being especially potent. The run game is 

average on its own but is deadly when used as a 

counterpoint to the pass. Baiting opponents to 

overcommit to the pass can open big plays in 

the running game. 

Defense 
The Minutemen defense is balanced and capable. While the overall values are not elite on every card, 

the defenses feature two key advantages. First, the differences between run and pass values on many 

cards are not far apart, meaning you can be more adventurous in guessing your opponent’s exact play 

knowing that you won’t expose yourself to a huge play for guessing wrong.  Second, their versatility is 

exceptional since they have all eight play types in two different formations. This allows the Minutemen 

to lean into run or pass strength by formation while still having all play types available to attempt a 

defense breakaway. The result is a stout defense that can surprise an opponent and create big plays. 

Special Abilities 
The Minutemen special abilities create the sense of “cheating” the system in pursuit of perfection. 

Superstar Receiver = Based on the game-changing talent of Hall of Fame WR Randy Moss, this special 

mechanism allows the Minutemen to steal yardage in the passing game. After the Minutemen use an 

Offense card, the Minutemen can to hurry to the line and run a free, untimed pass play to the superstar 

receiver. This “Quick Pass” is good for 1 yard line (5 yards) and does not cost a card. The defense cannot 

defend it, either, since no cards are played. 

To see if the pass is complete, draw a Game Day card and check the color of the text. Red text cards (bad 

for the Offense) mean the pass is incomplete. Green text cards (good for the Offense mean the pass is 

complete. Remember, ignore the the effect on the card…you only care about the text color. Advance the 

down marker and play your next card. NOTE: You have to play a card first to use this mechanism. 

Game Day Adjustments = In the spirit of their legendary coach, who has made a career of creating every 

possible advantage on game day, the Minutemen can…sort of…cheat. When the Minutemen score a TD, 

they immediately (before the PAT) draw and keep one (1) Game Day card. Should the Minutemen score 

another TD while holding a Game Day card, they will draw another one, review both, and choose one to 

keep, discarding the other. 
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Their “banked” Game Day card can be used in place of a regular Game Day draw on any subsequent play 

for the rest of the game. That includes not only Offense or Defense plays but also kickoff returns, punt 

returns, field goal attempts, Hail Mary passes, onside kicks, etc. 

When the Minutemen use their banked Game Day card, if they use the main play event (center) of the 

card, they can continue to draw Game Day cards on future TDs. However, once the Minutemen use a 

banked Game Day card for a corner value (Punt, FG, or Breakaway value), they can no longer earn 

additional Game Day draws on TDs for the rest of the game. 

Vulnerabilities 
The Minutemen only have access to one challenge flag. For other teams this would be a serious 

limitation, but it is less of a problem for the Minutemen since they have Game Day adjustments. 

If the Minutemen are able to score TDs early, it is difficult to keep them in check. But teams that run the 

ball well and control the clock are well-suited to slow down the Minutemen high-powered Offense. 

Keeping the Minutemen Offense off the field and, when they are on the field, keeping them in long 

down-and-distance situations is key to victory. Most important is preventing TDs, which can remove 

their most potent Game Day Adjustments from play. 
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GUNSLINGERS 

Offense 
Inspired by the 1992 Houston Oilers, the team 

that incredibly blew a 32-point lead in a playoff 

game to the Buffalo Bills, the Gunslingers are a 

talented but challenging team that can jump out 

to an early lead yet struggle to hold it. The 

Gunslingers feature a surgically precise passing 

attack that can undermine some of the best 

defenses. All Short and Medium passes are 

minimum gains of 1, meaning it is easy to pick up 

short first downs and extend drives with the 

passing game. Despite being a pass-first Offense, the Gunslingers shine when they control the clock and 

create long, time-consuming drives. The Gunslingers find it hard to take the top off the defense, and 

their running game is solid but very hit-or-miss, either creating a big gain or getting stuffed at the line. 

Running well with the Gunslingers relies exclusively on surprising your opponent, especially by passing 

to set up the run. 

Defense 
The Gunslingers defense is well-balanced and strong against the pass. Their pass rush and coverage 

make the overall values of their pass defenses higher than most opponents. As such, they match up well 

against teams that rely on the pass. 

Special Abilities 
The Gunslingers special abilities improve the passing game but also create complications late in games 

when they are winning. 

Man In Motion = Once per drive, the Gunslingers may use the Man in Motion ability to lock their 

opponent’s defense, preventing the opponent from using an audible. Perhaps more importantly, the 

Gunslingers then ask the opponent if their locked defense call is “Man to Man” or “Zone.” If the defense 

has called “Man to Man” or “Zone,” they must flip over the card and reveal their defense. Whether the 

opponent flips their card or not, the Gunslingers can still audible before flipping their Offense play.  

NOTE: “2 Man Under” is NOT the same defense as “Man to Man,” so opponents do not 

reveal when they have called “2 Man Under.” 

The advantage of this mechanism is in gathering useful intelligence on the opponent’s play call, helping 

to avoid defense breakaways and perhaps creating your own big play. For example, revealing the 

defense is a Zone can allow you to audible out of your Screen pass and avoid the Defense breakaway, or 

audible into a HB Draw to create your own Offense breakaway! Be sure to study your playbook carefully 

and use this mechanism when an Offense card has complementary play options (like Special Run and 

Special Pass). 
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“Here We Go Again” = When the Gunslingers are winning in the 2nd half, this mechanism actually GIVES 

advantages to their opponent! The Gunslingers, only when winning, hand over one “bullet” to the 

opponent before every 1st down in the 2nd half.  

For clarification: When the down marker reads 1st down, whether before the first play 

of a drive or after another 1st down is earned, even after a penalty with an automatic 

1st down, on Offense or on Defense, anytime the down marker reads 1st down, the 

Gunslingers give up a bullet. 

A “bullet” allows the opponent to draw an extra Game Day card on a given play. Multiple bullets can 

be used on the same play, if the opponent chooses to use more than one at a time. Clever uses include 

drawing another Game Day card to force a missed Field Goal, prevent (or create) a great kick return, 

improve a main play event, or even on Offense breakaways to try to force a “0” and stop the play, as 

well as on a Defense breakaway to try to force (or avoid) a turnover in the upper corner! Bullets can be 

used at any time as long as the Gunslingers are winning.  

Should the Gunslingers lose their lead in the 2nd half, either in a tie score or by now losing to their 

opponent, bullets can no longer be used. All bullets are immediately “reloaded” onto the Gunslingers’ 

team card (not held by opponent). Should the Gunslingers re-take the lead, the mechanism resumes 

with bullets handed over on 1st downs as described earlier. 

Vulnerabilities 
The Gunslingers, despite being a passing team, can find it tough to move the ball quickly downfield. 

Many of their plays are designed to guarantee small amounts of yardage, making it easy for them to 

sustain long drives. But since defenses are on the alert for the passing game, typically the Gunslingers 

are throwing into the strongest pass defenses a team can muster. If you can balance run and pass, 

thereby keeping your opponent guessing wrong, you can push the ball downfield more easily. 

Of course, the largest vulnerability is the “Here We Go Again” mechanism. The best approach is to 

reserve both of your challenge flags for the 2nd half. Even though a bullet can pull a new Game Day card, 

the Gunslingers can still negate the most catastrophic Game Day results with challenge flags. Also, 

building large leads in the 1st half offers a host of problems in the 2nd half. Racing out to a big lead can 

open the door for a host of improbable 2nd half blunders brought on by the Game Day deck. Dodging too 

many bullets in the 2nd half can be tough. 

The Gunslingers seem to operate best in tight games where they stay within one score, playing from just 

slightly behind, only to accelerate late in the 4th quarter to seal the victory. Walking such a tightrope, 

where any mistake or bad luck can ruin the chance for victory late in the game, is both challenging and 

highly thematic. 
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BOBCATS 

Offense 
Inspired by the 1988 Cincinnati Bengals, the 

team that lost to the Joe Montana 49ers in the 

Super Bowl, the Bobacts are a talented team that 

introduces new “Attack” hurry-up mechanisms 

and a devastating running attack. Featuring three 

runners with a perfect blend of power, speed, 

and finesse, the Bobcats offer a rich bounty of 

high-value runs. In addition, the Bobcats offer 

better-than-average Play Action passing and 

enough high-value pass plays to take advantage 

of any defense overly fixated on stopping the run. The trick to managing this offense is to keep the 

opponent guessing. The Bobcats special abilities make their Offense more potent at Home and slightly 

less effective when Away. 

Defense 
The Bobcats defense is average all around but struggles to stop the run. The Bobcats do a fine job 

against the pass, especially in obvious passing downs, but stopping the run requires them to sell out for 

a specific type of run. Unless they get a breakaway on defense, teams can steadily move the ball on the 

ground against the Bobcats. 

Special Abilities 
The Bobcats special abilities both affect the Offense, with one helping and one hurting their 

productivity. 

Slow Start = In the 1st quarter, all pass plays for the Bobcats are treated as “low accuracy” passes. This 

restriction simulates the slow start the real 1988 Bengals team had in most games. Some coaches 

choose to defer the opening kick to limit the exposure to this restriction, though that could open you up 

to an early deficit since the Bobcats defense is average strength. As soon as the 2nd quarter begins, even 

if in the middle of a Bobcats Offense drive, the restriction is lifted and passes are resolved normally 

again. 

“Attack” Offense = Bobcats force the opposing Defense to reuse their current play card on the next 

down. After plays are revealed but before drawing the Game Day card, the Bobcats can move their 

meeple token from their team card onto the field of play and say, “Attack!” This action forces the 

defense to reuse their current defense card on the next play. 

NOTE: Opponents may call a time out to nullify the “Attack.” After the time out, the defense may use 

any play card. The Bobcats regain their meeple, though, and may try another “Attack” later in the drive. 
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When the Bobcats successfully “Attack,” their meeple is spent and cannot be used again until the next 

drive. When at Home, though, the Bobcats have two meeples, meaning they can press an advantage 

twice on back-to-back plays or use two separate “Attack” plays at different times in a drive. 

All Attack meeples refresh at the beginning of each Bobcats Offense drive. 

Vulnerabilities 
The Bobcats are the first team to have a built-in Home Field Advantage. As a result, they are noticeably 

weaker on the road. The defense is their greatest liability, often bleeding yardage and allowing long, 

time-consuming drives against stronger opponents. The Slow Start mechanism also forces more 

incompletions in the 1st quarter, which can adversely affect play-calling. One approach is to defer the 

opening kick and run a lot on your opening possession. The other approach is to pass deep repeatedly 

early, trying to use the law of averages to catch a big pass, and use high-value runs as a change of pace. 

Solo AI Play 
When playing against the Bobcats AI, their offense will “Attack” anytime the matchup is a gain of 3 or 

more OR the matchup is an Offense Breakaway. 

To counter the Slow Start mechanism, should the Bobcats win the opening coin toss, the Bobcats will 

always choose to play defense first and defer to the 2nd half. 
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BOLTS 

Offense 
Inspired by the 1980 Chargers, the Bolts Offense 

features a powerful vertical passing attack and a 

capable, change-of-pace rushing attack. Despite the 

Bolts' propensity to turnover the football (see Shock & 

Awww!), their Offense is powerful enough to get them 

back into games and recover after one or even two 

turnovers. Most passes are Short, Medium, and Long, 

with less emphasis on Play Action or Special Passes. The 

running game is not spectacular on its own merits, but 

packs a punch as a change-of-pace once the defense is conditioned to cover high-value passes. The Bolts 

Offense is explosive and fun to watch. 

Defense 
The Bolts defense is not exceptional in any one area. Over time, though, the defense may start to feel 

underpowered as it is put under consistent strain in defending more drives than usual due to increased 

turnovers. Coaches may be content to allow this slow bleeding out of yardage in a "bend don't break" 

approach early in the game. But as the game wears on, especially when the Bolts are climbing back from 

a deficit, the coach may be forced to adopt a more aggressive approach to go for Defense Breakaways. 

Special Abilities - "Shock & Awww!" 
The Bolts are notoriously bad at keeping possession of the football. This mechanism injects the constant 

risk of a turnover into the normal execution of their Offense. Here is how it works. 

Anytime a Defense Game Day card (red text) matches the play type (run/pass), the Bolts must draw a 2nd 

Game Day card. If that 2nd card is also red text, the play is an automatic turnover. 

Notes:  

• The 1st Game Day card must match the play type and be red text. The 2nd card can be any red 

text card. 

• Only apply the center play effect from the 1st card. Never apply the effect on the 2nd card. 

• If the 2nd card is green text, no turnover. 

• Bolts Offense may use a Challenge Flag on the 1st Game Day card to negate the effect. In that 

case, do not draw a 2nd Game Day card (because, essentially, the 1st card never happened).  

• Challenge Flag must be used before drawing the 2nd card. Once the 2nd card is drawn, a 

Challenge Flag CANNOT negate the 2nd card. 
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Special Abilities - "Supercharger" 
Each time the Bolts Offense turnover the ball, they gain an energy token. Energy tokens can be used on 

Offense at any time. Energy tokens refresh at the beginning of each drive. Max energy tokens earned is 

two. These tokens can be spent one at a time or both together for the effects below: 

 

1 Token - Pre-Snap Read 

• Bolts can force Defense to reveal a Blitz.  

• After both plays are on the board but before they are revealed, the Bolts spend an energy token 

to freeze the play call and asks, "Is that a Blitz?" If so, flip over Defense call. If not, coach says, 

"No." Either way, Bolts may now audible before plays are flipped and resolved. 

Note: Defense may not audible that play when Bolts use Pre-Snap Read. 

2 Tokens - Light 'em Up 

• Receiver breaks free for yards after the catch (YAC) 

• At the end of any pass completion, the Bolts may spend two energy tokens to add 4 yard lines of 

gained yardage to the completion. 

Vulnerabilities 
The clearest liability for the Bolts is their propensity to turnover the ball. They can weather two 

turnovers, but a third might be the back breaker. For that reason, coaches might want to reserve both 

challenge flags for use on Offense, especially to negate Shock & Awww! Mathematically, the Bolts are 

guaranteed to draw between 1 and 2 turnovers on the Shock & Awww! mechanism alone. Avoiding as 

much risk as possible is key to preserving momentum. 

The Bolts prefer to score quickly, as fewer Offensive plays limits their exposure to turnovers. The longer 

your drive, the more likely you are to turnover the ball. 

Solo AI Play 
When coaching against the Bolts AI, they will not burn a challenge flag on defense. Their challenge flags 

should be reserved exclusively to prevent turnovers on Offense. Allow the Bolts to flip 2nd cards on their 

Shock and Awww! mechanism until they have earned both energy tokens. After that, burn challenge 

flags to avoid 2nd card pulls whenever possible. 

For the Pre-Snap Read, the solo AI will use it to audible after the plays are revealed to switch to a 

significantly better play OR get out of a defense breakaway. You read that correctly! If they have energy 

tokens to use, the Bolts Pre-Snap Read nullifies your breakaway. Rotate the card and use the other play. 

The Bolts should only use the Light 'em Up to convert a critical 3rd or 4th down or to score a TD. Good 

luck! 
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PILOTS 

Offense 
Inspired by the 1968 Jets, the Pilots Offense is built to 

create big plays and strike quickly in the passing 

game. The running game is solid and capable, made 

efficient in running clock when paired with the fear of 

an all-out air assault. Many passes are low accuracy, 

making this offense more hit-or-miss than others. The 

Offense performs best, though, when it achieves an 

equal balance of run and pass play calls. 

The Offensive formations are unintuitive and intended to confuse the opponent. For example, the Far 

formation, usually a Pass Heavy set for modern teams, was used as their Run Heavy set. Also, of the 15 

Offense cards in their deck, the Pilots have 10 cards in their Pro Set formation. This consolidation means 

it is challenging for opponents to predict what play type is being called. The lack of variety in their 

formations typically helps conceal the play call. 

Defense 
The Pilots defense is very strong, featuring only two (2) formations and only six (6) play cards. Fewer 

plays means the overall strength of each defense value – both run and pass – is higher, making it tough 

gain big yardage on most plays. The 4-3 is their balanced defense. The 5-3 (with five down lineman) is 

considered their Run Heavy formation, even though 3 of the 4 available play types are, in fact, pass 

defenses. 

The 5-3 formation is intended to confuse opposing coaches into thinking pass, only to catch them in a 

bad play call. Should teams run against the 5-3, they will find stout latent run support that prevents 

most ground game breakaways. In short, the 5-3 is a powerful enigma. 

The Pilots have no Pass Heavy defense formation and no Prevent coverage. 

Special Abilities 
Broadway Joe – Burn a challenge flag to ignore one low-accuracy icon. In this case, since the QB can 

“guarantee” a completion, simply flip the challenge flag to its logo side to ignore red text cards.  

• For example, if a Long Pass of “9” encounters a “Swat” Defense Pass Game Day card. Any other 

Breakaway team would be unable to complete that pass, since the red text restriction makes the 

pass incomplete. For the Pilots, though, spending the challenge flag not only ignores the 

incompletion, it also ignores the text color restriction.  

• In the same vein, if the Pilots throw a low-accuracy pass and draw a Game Day card with red 

text card that applies to run plays or penalties, spending the challenge flag allows the Pilots to 

complete the pass. 
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Clear For Takeoff! – Any turnover by either team triggers an automatic Breakaway return. Immediately 

draw a Game Day card and consult the upper-right corner to advance the ball for the defense. A “0” or 

football icon (fumble) ends the play.  

• Note that it is possible to have a double turnover on this play by fumbling the return back to the 

Offense. If that happens, it is a fresh set of downs, 1st down for the original Offense at the new 

spot of the ball. 

Full Throttle – Track cumulative yard lines lost by Pilots opponent. When the Pilots defense forces their 

opponent to lose a combined total of 5 yard lines, it triggers an automatic turnover. The overall result of 

the play must be negative for this to count. 

• For example, a pass play in which the opponent draws the QB Sack, Play = -2 card. If the play 

stands and the opponent loses two yard lines from the sack, advance the airplane token two 

spots to the right.  

• In another example, a run play matchup is 3 vs 3 for a gain of 0, but the Game Day card imparts 

a -1 on the run. The play result is a -1, so advance the airplane token one space on the track. 

• A final example, an Outside Run of 4 faces a Blitz of 2, meaning the play gains 2. The Game Day 

card is a Bull Rush card -2, making the ultimate play result a gain of 0. Since the play result did 

not lose yardage, do not move the airplane token. 

• Start the airplane token to the left of the team-specific card. Once the Pilots defense starts 

earning negative yardage, advance the airplane token to the right. When it lands on -5, that play 

becomes an automatic turnover.  

Vulnerabilities 
All pass plays of “4” value or greater are low accuracy, which is a giant hindrance. The Broadway Joe 

mechanism provides some relief, but the passing game will rely a bit on luck to make an impact. When 

you do complete passes, however, they will gobble up yards, so stay committed to the pass even if you 

have several bad Game Day draws. 

Also, the running game lacks the kind of explosiveness that could dominate any but the weakest 

opponent. The running game is good at burning clock, but it cannot control a game on its own. It is the 

threat of high-value passing that opens up the running game, as the opponents who over-commit to the 

pass will find the Pilots’ run attack disturbingly effective. Balance is essential. 

Because turnovers are breakaways for both teams, ball security is essential. Too many turnovers can 

sink this team more quickly than others. Lean on your defense to carry the day, and try to use the high-

value, low-accuracy passes when you have challenge flags to guarantee critical gains on big drives.  

Solo AI Play 
When the Pilots are controlled by the AI, they should use challenge flags for Broadway Joe anytime it 

will extend a drive or gain 4+ yard lines. 
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VAQUEROS 

Offense 
Inspired by the 1993 Cowboys, a team that won back-

to-back championships on the star power of 

electrifying skill position players, the Vaqueros 

feature a capable, unglamorous Pro-style Offense. 

While their play values are in line with other capable 

teams, the power of this Offense comes from their 

over-achieving individual players. As the game wears 

on, the Vaqueros star players will gain strength and 

redefine the Offense style to take advantage of every 

situation. 

Defense 
The Vaqueros have an attacking defense with a variety of high-value Blitz plays. Typically the Vaqueros 

defense is best when attacking. While not able to consistently shut down opponents, the Vaqueros pass 

rush should try to deliver crippling plays that put the opponent in tough down and distance situations. 

Strong running teams are tougher for the Vaqueros defense to stop than teams that emphasize the 

pass.  

Special Abilities 
The Triplets – Based on the combined game-changing abilities of the three electrifying skill position 

players at Quarterback, Running Back, and Wide Receiver, “The Triplets” refers to a collection of 

mechanisms that are available to use when the Vaqueros Offense has earned enough “stars” (currency 

that activates a mechanism). 

To earn stars that can activate mechanisms, the Vaqueros must cross specific milestones on the field –

both red 20-yard lines, the midfield (yellow) 50-yard line, and the opponent’s goal line.  

• For example, if you start a drive inside your own 20 and drive the length of the field for a 

touchdown, you will earn four (4) stars. 

There is no limit to the number of stars you can earn in a game. However, the maximum number of stars 

you can hold at any one time is five (5). If you cross a milestone while in possession of 5 stars, you will 

not earn or bank any extra. 

You may activate multiple special abilities on the same down provided you have enough stars to 

spend. Here is how and when to use each specific mechanism: 

 Spending stars happens during the resolution of a given play. For example, after 

resolving a run play, the coach may spend multiple stars to add +1 gain for each 

star to the end of the run. These extra yards can be added onto the end of any 

run play, except Defensive breakaways.   
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 Declare intent and spend stars after the plays are revealed but before the 

Game Day card is drawn. The running play must have a star icon on it and a 

grey bubble with an alternate play type in order to use this ability. 

 Convert a pass play into a QB run after the plays are revealed but before the 

Game Day card is drawn. Spend the star and divide the pass value by 2, 

rounding up, and resolve vs. the run value of the defensive play call. Game Day 

cards affecting run plays will count, since the play is now a QB run. 

Before the plays are revealed, the Offense can spend two stars and force the 

Defense to reveal and lock their play call. The Offense can now audible if they 

choose before revealing their play call. 

After the pass play is resolved, add +4 to any pass completion. 

After the pass play is resolved, spend two stars to return the 

Offense play card you just used back into your hand. If you only 

have one play in your hand and no time outs, for example, you 

can spend two stars to keep that card in your hand so the clock 

does not expire! That might allow extra gains before a field goal 

attempt, for instance. 

After the low-accuracy pass play is ruled incomplete due to red 

text, spend 3 stars to ignore the low accuracy restriction. NOTE: 

If the Game Day card is a defense pass card, like Swat! Or Bang-

Bang Collision, you must spend a challenge flag to cancel that 

effect before using 3 stars to complete the pass. 

Vulnerabilities 
Because their playbooks alone are not exceptional and they start the game with no stars, the Vaqueros 

begin each game slowly accumulating momentum. The playbooks are good but not great, making it 

possible for the Vaqueros to be sluggish in the early game. However, once they start earning stars, a 

clever coach can spend those stars in ways that cross milestones, which earns them back quickly. Often 

just holding stars in a 2-player game can be cause for your opponent to change their strategy, making 

decisions based on what you could do. 

The Defense is not elite, but is stout and formidable in predictable running or passing situations. 

Solo AI Play 
When coaching against the Vaqueros AI, you will need to slow down and help the Vaqueros make 

decisions for their offense. For example, anytime it benefits them to use two stars and change into a 

breakaway on a run play, they should do so. If ignoring low accuracy passes helps them get a big 1st 

down or extend a drive, they should spend the stars. Use your best judgement, as if you were their 

coach. 


